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Date:  September 2011  

Issue: ‘Victoria’s biggest Cocaine Seizure to date!’ 

Dalgarno Response:  ‘Scarcity drives prices up and consumption down.’ 

[“Permissibility, availability and accessibility - all increase consumption.” Dalgarno Institute.] 

The largest Cocaine seizure in Victoria’s History saw 271 kilograms of Cocaine, worth an estimated street value of $200 

million be prevented from hitting our streets. This recent haul is the fifth largest in Australia’s history.  The ‘sting’ also lead 

enforcement officers to key distributors, and along with the arrest of three Melbourne men, a cash haul in excess of $229K 

was realised. 

The Australian Federal Police spokesperson Ramzi Jabbour said… "Australian law enforcement is more united and better 

equipped than ever in the fight against organised crime…This seizure and subsequent arrests are another example of our 

commitment to combating these criminal groups that jeopardise the health and safety of the Australian community." 1 

This seizure will bring significant disruption to Cocaine supplies and drive prices further up. Cocaine street price is already 

one of highest amongst illicit drugs. However our strong Aussie Dollar has increased the attractiveness of our market for 

drug traffickers. Commander Sykora of the Australian Federal Police warned that although Australia may be seen as an 

attractive market for drug importers due to the high dollar, it was no pushover. "We're seen as a very attractive and 

lucrative market here...Our Australian dollar is very strong so it's quite beneficial for them to import the narcotics 

here...They know their markets and where their market will get the best bang for their dollar.” 2 

In recent surveys Cocaine use has increased considerably, but price remains a key factor in usage patterns. The Federal 

Police and other Agencies are to be congratulated on their work in continuing to reduce supply, (a cornerstone element of 

Harm Minimisation Drug Strategy) and upholding the will of over 97% of Australians who disapprove of illicit drugs as 

outlined in 2010 National Drug Strategy Household Survey.The Dalgarno Institute continues to advocate for... 

a) Continued illegal status of all current illicit substances. 
b) Compulsory seizure of all assets of Drug traffickers and tougher sentences for same. 
c) More thorough Demand Reduction strategies for young people 
d) Recovery focused rehabilitation for drug users. 

Communications Liaison – research@dalgarnoinstitute.org.au 

Endnotes 
1 

AFP Media Report  http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5j_a088HaCGLlLdPPSPeJd_ELeoSg?docId=CNG.0143e12c0b83821d9645d5b5262d0b67.3e1 

2
 Herald Sun 19/9/11 http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/breaking-news/high-dollar-good-for-drug-importers/story-e6frf7jx-1226139120883 
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